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ABSTRACT 
 

In all phenomena and between component and relation between phenomena, an essential component of 

discipline is dominant. Cannot consider a case in which there is not discipline. In human relation also 

there is discipline. By discipline we mean “law” dominated everything. Those which are accordance 

and those which are not accordance with our wishes. If we think otherwise, certainly we have problem. 

To solve every problem we must understand that special law dominated on it. Discipline is key 

principal to achieve goals in every organization. When men pay more attention to concept and function 

of Law in life, he can understand its importance. Discipline means everything were in its place. The 

world around us that spread out the earth and sky is a regulated collection. Discipline dominated all the 

trends and events of the world, the world that we see and we feel. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Run the broken windows theory. 

Man is also a part of this regulated world. Natural human 

life has discipline too. All movement and interactions in 

human body consisting circulation, heart rate and breathing 

the lungs have a special discipline. Regular performance let 

man use every things in best way so the world around can 

be harmonic. If there is a erratic and indiscipline in human 

body it called disease. Exactly this trend can be found in 

human behaviour (whether in individual or in social 

behaviour life), so discipline is key part. Discipline is the 

valuable concept for individual and social life. If discipline 

ignored best and successful organizations will be ruined or 

all positive properties become worthless. Discipline is as 

important as Imam Ali said as for that:  recommended you 

and all of my children and who read my letter to keep in 

mind the God and discipline in functions. It should be noted 

that real discipline dominated when rules of each issue 

observed. Because   courtesy rooted in faith, if religion rules 

run in society; more discipline lasted in it. One of the new 

theories that have been paying special attention to the 

phenomenon of discipline is the broken windows theory that 

meant to regulate the affairs discussed. This theory is a 

thoughtful product of two American criminologist wilson 

and Kiling. These theorists said, crime is the result of chaos. 

In brief, the broken window theory said: don’t pay attention 

to discipline disorders and ruin function caused big crime. 

With pay careful attention to this abstract, we want to 

explain discipline meaning and its effect in organizations in 

the shadow of broken window theory in this paper. 

Discipline means order, decorate, organize and unity. This 

word literally means equalize something with something 

else in simple word, arrange everything is discipline. 

Discipline has clear meaning ,and it is opposite of anarchy, 

in literature means gathering, enclosure, adornment, making 

harmony, continuity and arrange the order of time or 

number or place of work. Sobhani et a.al(1994)said: 

discipline means a Kind of relationship and cooperation 

between the members of a collection in order to achieve a 

certain purpose, so that every part of it complete other parts 

so if one part don’t work right other part has problem. Salari 

et al. (2005) said 'Discipline in natural phenomena is 

gathering component in terms of quality and quantity to 

achieve certain goal'. In dictionary “discipline” is synonyms 

with  Training, control ,discipline, supervision, a sense of 

obedience, obedience temper, settle down, arrangement and 

order, lack of chaos, inobservance of, laws ,be consistent 

and pay attention to discipline. (Dehkhoda dic, 1963).  So 

we can say discipline is the outcome of order. From these 

concepts we can concluded that order and discipline means 

training in order to making discipline and sense of duty in 

individuals, and if members violate, punishment done. In 

most of human resources literature, order and discipline is 

synonyms with punishment, it must be used when other 

tools failed (Mirsepasi 2011). 

Need of discipline 

Discipline is the life law and because of that function and 

behaviors shaped and every one would know how to live 

according to particular standard and how to use its own time 

in best way (Javadi Amoli 1985). Since human being has a 

various trends, and there are different trends in society so 

the only way is Loyalty and practice of law and respect for 

the rights of others. So Imam Ali said: best mores is 

knowing limitation and don’t exceeded on that (Falsafi 

2000). Although discipline was seen in man’s appearance 
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